As Live Read Ads are proven more eﬀective and thus are now fetching top rates, a new on-air and
script management system -specifically for these ads - is available from Power-Link / Proof Of Play.
Our vision is to give live read scripts the accountability that they merit.

A quick look at the “On-Air Mode” view
The on-air user screen can keep a busy air talent always prompted with the next live read that is scheduled to
be read even when there are multiple stations. If allowed, it will even change stations to stay current.
The schedule on the right shows in a glance any ads that were missed and allows the user to go back and
make them up. The icons indicate the presence of copy and the color indicates whether it has been read.
All activity is logged and reconciliation of these ads are enabled as precise as run logs are made.
During the reading and the editing of these events - the estimated time to read is constantly tabulated and
turns yellow when it is more than the scheduled duration.

Copy notes are available below the script to pass on to the on air personnel pronunciation or any advertiser
notations.
“Previous event info” helps the user know where they are on the program log or to know the prior event
before this event is scheduled to be read.

All script data herein is fabricated for development and demonstration and is NOT actual data.

Production Mode View
Each station’s script base is either shared or individual and clicking on the Mode button (if permitted) allows
the user to change to the production mode and potentially edit the event that was currently highlighted.
Each event of script and notes can be assigned a future start date to auto start.
A Kill date can be assigned to flag the users that the script is out of date.

A Purge Date can be assigned so that on that date the event’s associated script and notes will be purged to
an archive folder.
Both Scripts and Notes are “Rich Text Format” which allows for the selection of Font, Bold, Italics, Underlined
and the text color to format the script in a more eﬀective manner. They can both be edited in this program or
natively by using MS Word or WordPad.
A formidable script maintenance scheme accompanies this program so that scripts are potentially exchanged
in an orderly and programmable manner.
The Word count and duration are calculated in real time as text is entered and uses a user setting (EG: 3
words per second) for a speech rate used in these calculations.

All script data herein is fabricated for development and demonstration and is NOT actual data.

Built In “Media Checking”
Each time a new log is seen or revised a complete script readiness “Media Check” email is generated to let
users know of every live read event’s readiness.
Each unique cart number is reported showing it’s scheduled duration, it’s script duration as calculated by the
speech pace parameter and if the script is not found then a link that can be clicked on will bring up the
correct file into WordPad for editing.
The Word Cnt / Read Dur area is not highlighted if the lengths are somewhat correct. If the script is not found
then the background is yellow and if the script is significantly shorter then it is light blue..
Kill Dates and Purge dates are shown. If a Kill date has past it will be highlighted in yellow.

There is also an area that optionally can report script cart numbers that are frequently used across many
advertisers. This is likely for generic mentions or where individual copy is not required. We will work with
continuity personnel to see that this report is customized to assist them.

All script data herein is fabricated for development and demonstration and is NOT actual data.

